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Summary
Effective physician training is an essential aspect of EMR implementation. However, it can be challenging to find instructors who can present the material in a clinically relevant manner. The authors describe a unique physician-training program, utilizing medical students as course instructors. This approach resulted in high learner satisfaction rates and provided significant cost-savings compared to alternative options.
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At Stanford Children’s Health, we recently underwent a large-scale electronic medical record (EMR) transition from one commercially available system to another. As reflected in the literature, effective end-user training is an essential aspect of implementing an EMR, but often institutionally underinvested [1–6].

It can be particularly challenging to find course instructors who can not only impart needed information in a captivating way, but can also contextualize how the providers will use the system. Other institutions have found that providers favor having physician champions in the classroom, however there is little published data on the use of instructors with clinical backgrounds [7, 8]. It makes logical sense that the instructors who would be best at imparting knowledge in a relevant manner would be peer clinicians. At Stanford, we aimed to have our providers trained through clinical scenarios that modeled workflows in the hospital and clinic settings, and thus aspired to have our EMR training courses taught by clinicians [9].

Barriers to having instructors who are physicians are the cost and the time that they would need to donate to the endeavor. With over 1000 providers to train in a 2-month window of time, it was not feasible to pull attending physicians from their scheduled duties. Given that we are an academic institution, trainees are actively involved in patient care, and serendipitous timing allowed medical students to be included in the training team.

We selected 6 fourth-year medical students to participate as paid credentialed trainers (CTs) for our physician classroom training. During the interview for the CT position, applicants were asked to teach on a topic of their choosing, utilizing any tools at their disposal. They were also asked questions which spoke to their flexibility, communication skills, and ability to work in a team. Once selected, the trainers completed a 6-week course, which included instruction on adult learning theory [10], change management [11], and conflict resolution [12]. The course also included ample time for content understanding and development. As an assessment, the CTs were required to do a “teach-back” with the instructional designer, as well as with their peers. In order to obtain their “credentialed” status, they also had written and oral examinations with the EMR vendor and institutional training leaders. Uniquely, given the medical students’ clinical experience, they were also able to work with the instructional designers to improve course content and frame the training to suit provider needs.

We recruited the medical students in the Fall prior to the May 2014 go-live, in order to help them plan the completion of their medical school training. Their training as CTs began at the end of January 2014, with the first 4 weeks dedicated to skill building and course content familiarity and the final two weeks dedicated practice teaching and training classroom support super users. End-user training began in March 2014 and proceeded through the end of April 2014.

Externally contracted credentialed trainers can cost up to $150 per hour including expenses. By hiring internal CTs, we were able to save on overhead while still offering the students a higher pay rate than they would earn at virtually any other student job. We estimate a cost reduction of approximately 50% for the medical student CTs hired internally – with a project savings of over $200,000 during the course of training. We surveyed our medical students following completion of their experience on the project, and all listed finances as their number one reason for applying. Other incentives to these medical students included acquisition of teaching skills and career opportunities.

We anticipated that the medical students would be successful, but were astounded by the feedback we received. Medical student trainers were given extremely high marks on our post-training survey, averaging 3.93 on a 4-point Likert scale for both mastery of material and communication skills (4 being excellent, 1 being poor), with minimal standard deviation (Table 1). Comment themes from these evaluations were also consistently positive, for example: “Trainers were great – they were clear, knew the system well and were extremely patient,” “Engaging and interactive instruction,” “Instructors did an excellent job.”

In our survey of the student CTs, all of them reported having a positive experience. The medical students reported feeling much more competent in their teaching abilities, in conflict resolution, and in their abilities to use an EMR following the project. A few even called it “the highlight of medical school” and developed an interest in pursuing a career in medical informatics. In addition, student CTs felt that they were well received by the faculty members and other providers taking the course. One medical student commented: “I think there was a definite difference in how we were treated by providers compared to other educators. I felt like they were more engaged and perhaps willing to be
more honest about their concerns and fears in our classrooms. For the most part, I felt I was well re-
spected and appreciated by the providers. My impression was that the providers felt positively about
being trained by a medical student.”

Overall, using trainers who can provide a clinical context, and who have direct clinical experi-
ences to add to the EMR curriculum, is extremely beneficial. These individuals can relate to the pro-
vider on a different level than those without such experiences. Using medical students can help
achieve this in a cost-effective way while providing them with a valuable financial and career oppor-
tunity.
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Table 1  Post-training survey responses for Medical Student Trainers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Excellent</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Fair</th>
<th>Poor</th>
<th>Total Answers</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instructor’s mastery of subject</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>3.9279</td>
<td>0.2585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor’s communication skills</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>3.9266</td>
<td>0.2606</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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